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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. This Statement is prepared by Freeths LLP on behalf of our client Hallam Land 

Management Ltd (“HLM”) and is submitted as evidence as part of the examination 

into the North Warwickshire Local Plan. 

 

1.2. This Statement relates to Matter 9 of the ‘Phase 2 Matters, Issues and Questions’ 

note prepared by the Inspector and forming the basis of the Examination Hearings 

and specifically question 9.24 relating to Allocation H13, Land west of Robey’s Lane, 

adjacent Tamworth. 

 
1.3. For the purposes of this statement “the allocation” is defined as that in the Submission 

Local Plan, consisting of 1270 dwellings. However, in December 2018, HLM 

submitted an outline planning application (ref: PAP/2018/0755) for up to 1540 

dwellings which comprises the land subject to the allocation and land to the east of 

Robey’s Lane. This is referred to within this statement as “the application.” A copy of 

the submitted masterplan for the application is provided as Appendix A.  HLM seek 

an amendment to the allocation as proposed in the Local Plan to reflect the extent of 

development sought in the application. This proposal formed part of HLM’s Regulation 

19 submission and the justification for this is contained in both the Regulation 19 

submission and in HLM’s response to the Inspector’s questions below. 

 
1.4. HLM and North Warwickshire Borough Council are working on a Statement of 

Common Ground which will be submitted to the examination at the earliest 

opportunity.  

2. QUESTION 9.24 (a) – WHAT EFFECT WOULD THE PROPOSAL HAVE ON THE 

MEANINGFUL/STRATEGIC GAP? 

 
2.1. HLM has made an objection to the Strategic Gap (“SG”) policy (LP5) through the 

Regulation 18 and 19 stages and through a position statement and participation at 

the hearing sessions in relation to Matter 6.  

 

2.2. Notwithstanding this position, the allocation would not impact upon the SG and sits 

outside the extent of the proposed SG. The allocation would be seen as an extension 

to the built up area of Tamworth, with the former golf course to the immediate west 
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currently being built out for housing. The relationship with built development to the 

south is also important, with existing development south of the B5000 protruding 

further east than the extent of the allocation.  

 
2.3. The Council’s evidence accepts that ‘Areas 4 and 5’, which comprise the allocation, 

do not form part of any justified SG and although HLM disagree with the methodology 

and some of the conclusions of the evidence base exercise, it is evident that the 

development of allocation H13 would respect the separate identities of Tamworth and 

Polesworth/Dordon. There would remain a significant buffer between development of 

the allocation and Polesworth and Dordon, including open countryside either side of 

the M42 and the HS2 route to the east of the M42. The allocation would therefore not 

harm the purposes of the SG.  

 
2.4. HLM submit that an extended allocation, reflecting the parameters set out in the 

masterplan in Appendix A, would equally maintain the presence of a SG. In respect 

of housing development this would align with the settlement pattern to the south. 

During the Matter 6 hearings there were significant levels of discussion regarding the 

absence of a ‘finer grain’ assessment of SG areas and in particular how mitigation 

could preserve the objectives of a SG. HLM suggest that the masterplan in Appendix 

A is a prime example of how this could be achieved. The indicative layout has been 

heavily influenced around the strategic requirement to maintain a gap and this is 

achieved through restricting the amount of residential development east of Robey’s 

Lane, but just as importantly through the mitigation of the location of sports facilities, 

open space and structural planting to the west of the M42.  

 
2.5. The masterplan presents a positive approach to the SG, having regard for the role of 

mitigation and presenting a solution which should endure and give a level of 

permanence in this particular area of the SG. On this basis HLM conclude that an 

extended allocation can be accommodated without harming the objectives of the SG.    

 
 

3. QUESTION 9.24 (b) – WOULD THE PROPOSAL HAVE AN ACCEPTABLE EFFECT ON 

ALVECOTE PRIORY, ALVECOTE WOODS AND THE RURAL LANDSCAPE? 

 
3.1. As part of the application, an Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) has been 

submitted which appraises a range of potential impacts. The Environmental 
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Statement (ES) and accompanying technical chapters have therefore analysed such 

potential impacts in detail. Whilst recognising the ES has appraised a wider site, this 

includes the vast majority of the allocation.  

 

3.2. Within the ES, Alvecote Priory is assessed in the context of the heritage, ecology and 

landscape chapters. The heritage chapter confirms that the scheduled area is 

screened from the application site by trees, hedges and landform and concludes that 

“the Site does not contribute to the significance of the Priory or the appreciation of 

that significance.”1 

 
3.3. The ecology chapter concludes a negligible impact, whilst the landscape chapter 

states “Views of the new development will be possible but only at the entrance to the 

area, and will be largely screened by the undulating landform, existing buildings and 

vegetation.  Visual effects are judged as ‘Negligible’ on completion, reducing to ‘None’ 

as the development matures.”2 

 
3.4. Alvecote Wood is a designated ancient woodland to the immediate east of the 

allocation. The ecology chapter explains “a proposed minimum development buffer 

will be maintained around the boundary of Ancient woodland habitat of Alvecote Wood 

LWS and around habitats associated with Tamworth Golf Course LWS. All built 

development will be excluded from this buffer, which will be maintained as semi-

natural green space.”3  

 
3.5. The masterplan demonstrates that an extended area of woodland and habitat creation 

is proposed primarily to the south of Alvecote Wood but also to the west. This creates 

a sensitive and well-designed relationship with Alvecote Wood, whereby built 

development is set back some distance. Ultimately, in the longer term, this would 

provide additional woodland cover around Alvecote Wood and along the M42 corridor, 

delivering a significant net gain in this particular respect. It is recognised that the 

owner of Alvecote Wood in their regulation 19 submissions has expressed concern 

over security and trespass but these matters are considered capable of resolution 

through detailed design. 

 

                                                
1 PAP/2018/0755 ES Para 9.6.10 
2 PAP/2018/0755 ES Para 10.6.70 
3 PAP/2018/0755 ES Para 7.7.1 
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3.6. In terms of landscape value, the ES confirms the application site “is not a landscape 

of high value, nor is it interpreted to be a “valued landscape” in the context of the 

NPPF. The site is not subject to any landscape designation, contains no significant or 

rare landscape features and displays no marked sense of scenic quality.  It is not 

particularly tranquil, performs no public recreational function, and has no known 

cultural associations. It has some local value as is often the case for any 

farmland/green fields on the edge of a settlement. Having examined the above factors 

that are considered to influence value, it is judged that the site and the immediate 

landscape is of medium landscape value4.” 

 
3.7. In respect of assessment of impact the ES chapter concludes “Given the conclusions 

on the site’s susceptibility to change and its landscape value, neither of which are 

concluded as being high, it is considered that the site’s landscape could 

accommodate the Proposed Development without resulting in any unacceptable long-

term harm on landscape character.5” 

4. QUESTION 9.24 (c) – WOULD THE ALLOCATION BE APPROPRIATE WITH REGARDS 

TO THE EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ECOLOGY IN ACCORDANCE WITH 

NPPF 2012? 

 
4.1. Yes. The ES has evaluated a range of ecological receptors including designated Sites 

of Nature Conservation, habitats, and species. The impact on Alvecote Pools SSSI is 

considered negligible. This is partially informed by a lack of pedestrian connection to 

the SSSI, which in part falls within Pooley Country Park. Robey’s Lane has no public 

footway and is subject to the national speed limit (60mph) along its length. This is 

considered likely to discourage residents from regularly accessing the SSSI for 

recreational use. Further, the application proposes 50ha of Green Infrastructure. Whilst 

this amount would be reduced if the site was restricted to the allocation as submitted, 

nevertheless there would be ample recreation opportunities both within the allocation 

and by connection to the adjacent Former Tamworth Golf Course site.  

 

4.2. The ES concludes that there will be only one adverse impact (minor) to ecological 

receptors in the form of loss of arable land for breeding birds and there will be a 

                                                
4 PAP/2018/0755 ES Para 10.4.43 
5 PAP/2018/0755 ES Para 10.6.24 
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number of beneficial impacts including new woodland, 2.5km of native species rich 

hedgerows, habitat enhancement for species such as Bats, Badgers and Great 

Crested Newts6. Again this assessment is based upon the application site but its 

overall broad conclusions would remain applicable to the allocation.  

 
4.3. We note that Natural England refer to Core Strategy Policy NW12 (Nature 

Conservation) in their Regulation 19 comments. This policy states that “development 

that damages habitats and features of importance for nature conservation will only be 

permitted where there are no reasonable alternatives to development taking place in 

that location.” This wording is reflected in Policy LP16 of the Submission Local Plan. 

However, there is no evidence to suggest that the allocation or the application site 

would cause harm to such features. Further, HLM is satisfied that both the allocation 

and the application can demonstrate a net biodiversity gain.   

5. QUESTION 9.24 (d) – HAS THE APPROPRIATE ACCOUNT BEEN TAKEN OF THE 

POTENTIAL RELATIONSHIP OF DEVELOPMENT TO TAMWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL, 

IN RESPECT OF SERVICES AND FACILITIES AND HOUSING MIX IN PARTICULAR? 

 
5.1. It is recognised that given the site’s position on the edge of the Tamworth urban area 

there will be a demand for future residents to access services and facilities within 

Tamworth. During the preparation of the application, detailed discussions have taken 

place with a range of stakeholders on infrastructure provision including North 

Warwickshire Borough Council, Tamworth Borough Council, Warwickshire County 

Council, Staffordshire County Council, North Staffordshire NHS and NHS 

Warwickshire North Clinical Commissioning Group.  

 

5.2. The outcome of such discussions are that the application proposes primary school 

provision on site and the indicative masterplan safeguards land for a two-form entry 

primary school. This is anticipated to be delivered at an early stage of the 

development, with a phased contributions secured through a Section 106 Agreement.  

 
5.3. Secondary school places will be created via a financial contribution. HLM has 

discussed with the Local Education Authorities (LEAs) the potential options for where 

additional capacity will be created to serve this development. A wider exercise to 

                                                
6 PAP/2018/0755 ES Table 7.5  
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incorporate other Local Plan sites is being undertaken and so the LEAs have been 

unable to specify which schools may be expanded at this stage. However, it is 

envisaged likely that contributions will be directed to both Polesworth and Tamworth 

schools. 

 
5.4. In respect of health care from discussions with the relevant authorities this is 

anticipated to be in the form of a financial contribution. Similar to the secondary 

provision the health authorities are currently considering options of where any 

contribution will be directed and cross boundary discussions continue to take place.  

 
5.5. The application proposes a range of sports pitches and associated facilities and would 

have the potential to serve residents of both Tamworth and North Warwickshire. 

Notably there is no sports pitch provision as part of the adjacent Former Tamworth 

Golf Course site. The pitches and associated facilities are proposed to be located to 

the east of Robey’s Lane and so not within the current allocation.  

 
5.6. It is understood likely that a leisure contribution would be sought as part of any 

permission. Discussions of where any such contribution would be directed are 

planned with both North Warwickshire and Tamworth Councils.  

 
5.7. There has been some debate between North Warwickshire and Tamworth over 

whether the Plan should stipulate which sites should contribute to meeting 

Tamworth’s housing need. Ultimately HLM consider that this is a matter for the two 

Councils, but in principle, given the site’s relationship and proximity to Tamworth, HLM 

would have no objection to a proportion of the development being attributed to meet 

Tamworth’s housing need. HLM would be happy to be part of these discussions.  

6. QUESTION 9.24 (e) – ARE TRANSPORT, HEALTH, EDUCATION, INFRASTRUCTURE 

AND OPEN SPACE PROVISION REQUIREMENTS SUFFICIENTLY CLEAR? 

 
6.1. We consider that some of the above requirements could be made clearer in the policy. 

For example, from our discussions to date it seems inevitable that a primary school 

will be required on the site but this is not expressly stated within the allocation policy. 

Further, it is anticipated that a secondary school contribution, as opposed to land will 

also be required. These points could be clarified in the wording of the policy.  
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6.2. Whilst HLM has included a local centre as part of the application, the allocation does 

not stipulate a requirement for this. Such a local centre would enhance the 

sustainability of the development and hence its inclusion in the application.  

 
6.3. In respect of open space this is considered sufficiently clear and it is assumed that 

the open space provision and mix will be informed by the Council’s Open Space SPD.  

 
6.4. For transport it is understood that any required off-site highway infrastructure will be 

informed and agreed by review of a Transport Assessment submitted with any 

application.  

7. QUESTION 9.24 (f) – ARE ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS AND DELIVERY PROJECTIONS 

ROBUST? 

 
7.1. As set out in our Regulation 19 submission, HLM object to the access arrangements 

proposed for the allocation, which states that the primary access should be provided 

through the former golf course site. HLM do not consider this the most appropriate 

solution for the following reasons: 

 

 It would require the use of third party land and therefore has the potential to 

significantly delay and compromise delivery. 

 The reserved matters applications for the Golf Course site make no provision 

for an access to Site Allocation H13.  

 There are a number of ecological and arboricultural constraints in the proximity 

of where any access could be located. 

 There are significant level issues, with a requirement to cross a watercourse 

and potential for ground remodelling. 

 

7.2. HLM’s Regulation 19 submissions set out various access options for the site with a 

clear preference being for the access arrangements as proposed in the application 

and an extension to the allocation. This has a number of benefits. Firstly, it provides 

two separate access points with the principal roundabout access and a secondary 

access via Robey’s Lane. This provides flexibility and a genuine alternative in the 

event of an emergency. It also provides a more attractive route for bus providers. 
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7.3. If the allocation site was to remain the same as proposed in the Plan, the only viable 

alternative would be to have an access roundabout at the junction of the B5000 and 

Robey’s Lane. This would have a significant impact on the character of Robey’s Lane 

and although two separate access points could be created, they would be close 

together and meaningfully all traffic would enter and exit the site at a single point. 

Further, any such access arrangements are likely to be constrained in the short to 

medium term by the presence of the Go-Kart Track, which currently remains under 

operation. This therefore is likely to restrict delivery of development in the early years 

of the Plan. The access arrangements proposed in the application therefore assist 

with early delivery of houses and infrastructure on the site.  

 
7.4. Having regard for the above, HLM recommend that the allocation is extended as per 

the principles of the application to ensure early delivery of the site.  

 
7.5. In respect of delivery rates, it is anticipated that first completions will occur in April 

2022-March 2023, and that site will have three outlets delivering approx. 40 dwellings 

per annum each. The site therefore is projected to deliver circa 120 dwellings per 

annum.  The first year of delivery is based on the following assumptions: 

 

 December 2019 – Outline Planning Permission Granted 

 September 2020 – First Reserved Matters Approval 

 March 2021 – Start on Site Infrastructure Works 

 April 2022 – First completions recorded.  
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Green Infrastructure    
Includes: Retained hedgerows, trees and watercourses, new woodland,
hedgerows, tree planting, play, grassland, wetland habitats and drainage basins,
recreational routes, greenways, allotments, community orchard and sports pitches.

The Indicative Layout illustrates how the detailed layout of streets and 
buildings could come forward based upon the Development Parameters 
Plan. Rather than showing individual dwellings - which is a matter for the 
detailed stage - the buildings shown represent the housing blocks and an 
indication of the design approaches envisaged.
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